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genetic variation in the human population may affect
the results of these trials and even patient safety.
The development of "base-editing" technique allows
the direct, stable transformation of target DNA base
into an alternative in a programmable way, without
DNA double strand cleavage or a donor template.
Genome-editing techniques hold promises for the
treatment of genetic disease at the DNA level by
blocking the sequences associated with disease
from producing disease-causing proteins. Currently,
scientists can select the gene they want to modify,
use the Cas9 as a "molecular cutter" to cut it out,
and transform it into a more desirable version. In
this review, we focus on the recent advances of
CRISPR/Cas system by outlining the evolutionary
and biotechnological implications of current
strategies for improving the specificity and accuracy
of these genome-editing technologies.
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1. Introduction
For many years, strategies for efficient genome
editing and targeted alterations were restricted to
specific creatures (e.g., homologous recombination
in yeast or mice) with the prerequisite of selectable
markers for drug modification methods (Sander and
Joung 2014). The introduction of targeted genome
editing into living organisms has become a powerful
tool for biology and medicine (Dow et al., 2015).
Frame shift mutation knockout enables precise
genome editing such as insertion, deletion, specific
sequence alteration, induction of amino acid
substitution for disease modeling, incorporation of
traits of interest into crops and animals, and
modification of genetic defects for therapeutic
purpose in most of the organisms and cell types
(Sander and Joung 2014). Thomas and coworkers
have laid the foundation of genetic research by
inducing targeted genome mutation to produce
knockout mice (Thomas and Capecchi 1987). The
long-cherished idea of genome modification has
resulted in advanced, efficient and precise genome
manipulation techniques (Dow and Lowe 2012).
Both zinc-finger nucleases (ZFNs) and transcription
activator-like effectors nucleases (TALENs) involve
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Abstract
Precise nucleic acid editing technologies have
facilitated the research of cellular function and the
development of novel therapeutics, especially the
current programmable nucleases-based editing
tools, such as the prokaryotic clustered regularly
interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR)associated nucleases (Cas). As CRISPR-based
therapies are advancing toward human clinical
trials, it is important to understand how natural
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the development of chimeric proteins against target
DNA sequence. However, the new era of genetic
engineering came with the emergence of CRISPR,
which made possible the generation of double
strand breaks (DSBs) of a target DNA locus (Boch
et al., 2009; Cermak et al., 2011; Moscou and
Bogdanove 2009; Ran et al., 2013; Urnov et al.,
2010). While these techniques involve various
mechanisms, all of them perform the function of
genome editing by inducing DSBs (Bosch et al.,
2002). The key characteristics to targeted genetic
engineering technologies are the targeted DNA
damage and non-homologous end joining (NHEJ)
DNA repair or homology directed repair (HDR) (Dow
et al., 2015). HDR provides high fidelity repair by
allowing the incorporation of a foreign donor DNA as
a repairing template. All the vector-based genome
editing technologies utilize HDR approach, and rely
on less DNA destruction frequency at the target
point (Kim and Kim 2014). However, ZFNs, TALENs
and CRISPRs are prone to potential targeted
genome disruption by NHEJ or efficient HDRmediated DNA DSB breaks at target sites. Several
researchers have identified DNA bias repair
inhibitors towards either HDR or NHEJ, providing
control strategies over genome revision (Chu et al.,
2015; Maruyama et al., 2015). Despite a good
review of TALEN and ZFN-based genomic
engineering approaches elsewhere (Gaj et al.,
2013), neither of them has attained the purpose of
quick and accurate genome editing that was initially
hyped due to limitations in generation of reagents
(ZFN or TALEN) (Hockemeyer et al., 2011; Miller et
al., 2011; Wood et al., 2011). Furthermore, the ZFN
methodology itself is also problematic and the
TALEN system is provided as an alternative open
source (Cermak et al., 2011; Sanjana et al., 2012).
Since a short demonstration in 2013, the CRISPR
system has taken the scientific world as a potential
genome editing tool (Doudna and Charpentier 2014;
Mali et al., 2013a; Mali et al., 2013b) to cleave DNA
sequence (Bolotin et al., 2005; Jansen et al., 2002).
Soon after that, the genome editing revolution
brought about new technology innovations, enabling
silent mutation to induce and replace the genomic
elements (Cong et al., 2013) and the CRISPR
power was quickly revealed by genome modification
in mammalian cells (Jinek et al., 2013). When
compared to TALEN and ZFN techniques, CRISPR
(Cas) technology is more efficient and simple for
designing RNA-guided molecules (Friedland et al.,
2013). Therefore, CRISPR has been rapidly
adopted as the genome-editing system in a short
time and applied to all kinds of living organisms
(Hruscha et al., 2013). In this review, we describe

the CRISPR/Cas system in terms of evolution,
diversity, recent research made possible by
CRISPR/Cas technologies as well as their
advantages and limitations. We also discuss
applications and current strategies for improving the
specificity and accuracy of these technologies.
Finally, we propose the challenges in this emerging
genomic engineering platform that need to be
addressed in the future.
2. Programmable Genome Editing - The goal of a
decade
Ever since the discovery of the DNA double strand,
researchers have been speculating about the
possible site-specific changes to cell or organism
genome as the earliest approaches worked on the
principle of site-specific DNA sequence recognition.
The study in yeast and bacteria clarified
endogenous machinery within the cells to repair
DNA double strand breaks naturally (Doudna and
Charpentier 2014), thus precise site-specific DNA
break methods have been introduced as a valuable
strategy for programmable genome engineering.
Earlier approaches used oligonucleotides to
recognize DNA base to target the DNA cleavage
(Varshavsky et al., 2006). Cross linking between
oligonucleotides and reagents such as psoralen and
bleomycin was found appropriate to site-specific
genome editing in mammalian and yeast cells
(Faruqi et al., 1996; Sandor and Bredberg 1995;
Strobel and Dervan 1990, 1991). The bleomycin
was used as a chemical method for DNA sequence
recognition that enables the binding of targeted
chromosomal loci and can be modified by coupling
chemical recognition reagent with cleavage reagent
(Cho et al., 1995; Faruqi et al., 1998; Gottesfeld et
al., 1997). Furthermore, self-splicing introns-based
nucleic acid base pairing approach was used to
change DNA or RNA sequences (Yang et al., 1996;
Zimmerly et al., 1995). These strategies, despite
demonstrating the site-specific genome
modifications, could not lead to robust methods.
Similarly, the combination of zinc finger mediated
DNA binding domain (Pavletich and Pabo 1991)
with the nuclease of the restriction enzyme FokI
domain independently led to the development of
modular DNA recognition protein, which could
function as the site-specific nuclease (Kim et al.,
1996). Zinc finger nucleases (ZFNs) were used
effectively in mammalian cells and drosophila for
induction of genomic sequence changes (Bibikova
et al., 2003; Bibikova et al., 2002). ZFNs could not
be widely used due to its difficulty to formulate and
validate site specific DNA recognition proteins, thus
the field was primed for reporting bacterial and plant
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TALENs, enabling rapid creation of FokI coupled
version similar to ZFNs for targeted genome editing
(Boch et al., 2009; Christian et al., 2010; Moscou
and Bogdanove 2009). These chimeric nucleases
enable precise and efficient genome modification by
stimulating DNA repair mechanisms within the cell
with NHEJ and HDR through targeted DSB
induction (Wyman and Kanaar 2006). The protein
byproducts of ZFNs and TALENs act as DNA
binding spheres to adapt this technology. Such
simple and flexible combination has boosted ZFNs
and TALENs to the forefront of programmable
genome engineering (Gaj et al., 2013). The most
common motif for DNA ligation, Cys2-His2 zinc finger
was found in eukaryotes and corresponded to the
frequently programmed protein domain in the
human genome (Beerli and Barbas 2002).
Conserved ββα configuration, consisting of around
30 amino acids in zinc finger protein, enables
specific DNA recognition. The structure-based
advancement in highly conserved linkers facilitated
the development of synthetic zinc finger proteins
that recognize 9-18 bp length DNA sequences (Liu
et al., 1997), because these domains can recognize
all of nucleotide triplets known to date and zinc
finger components selected previously could be
connected in tandem to DNA sequences containing
the sequences of these DNA triplets (Bhakta et al.,
2013; Gonzalez et al., 2010; Kim et al., 2011). Zinc
finger protein domains have been the single tactic to
construct DNA binding enzymes and site-specific
proteins (Gaj et al., 2013). The discovery of the
TALEN protein has provided the alternative platform
for programmable genome engineering (Moscou
and Bogdanove 2009). TALENs hold DNA binding
domains consisting of 33-35 amino acids repeats,
which are naturally present in plant pathogenic
bacterial Genus Xanthomonas (Deng et al., 2012).
There was no linkage reengineering between
TALEN repeats with single site targeting genome
ability similar to that of zinc finger proteins. In the
past decade, for the revolutionary technology of
targeted genetic modification founded by zinc finger
protein, several effector domains have been used to
fuse with the recurrences of TALENs including
transcription like effectors (Zhang et al., 2011),
nucleases (Miller et al., 2011; Mussolino et al., 2011)
and site-specific recombinases (Mercer et al.,
2012).

bacteria resistant to phage infection (Burnet et al.,
1929; Luria and Delbrück 1943), resulting in the
discovery of different defense mechanisms against
viruses. A common defense mechanism against
phage is inhibition of phage adsorption or genome
injection. Bacteria are capable of switching on or off
the phage receptor (Zaleski et al., 2005)
manifestation or secretion of polysaccharides that
limit receptor access (Hanlon et al., 2001). The most
common method for analysis of phage infection is
based on sensor protein to activate membrane
depolarization (Parma et al., 1992) or bacterial cell
translation inhibition that leads to cell death
(Bingham et al., 2000). The defense system of
prokaryotes named restriction modification uses
nucleases to identify and cleave the short DNA motif
in the invading genome to ensure the protection
(Bickle and Krüger 1993). Blockage of phage
replication and attack of foreign invading elements
are two other defense systems in the Bacteriophage
exclusion system. The host population can restore
the missing defense mechanism to adjust phage
invasion strategies by selection of infrequent
mutations. By contrast, the introduction of targeted
site mutations using spacer sequences in CRISPR
loci provides a quick and effective defense response
against phages (Childs et al., 2014; Paez-Espino et
al., 2015; Weinberger et al., 2012). Distinctive
defense mechanisms are encoded by CRISPR loci
and associated (Cas) genes, leading to robust
adaptation to the speedily developing dsDNA
viruses or other foreign DNA viruses of
archaeabacteria. CRISPR loci consist of short
(30-40 bp) palindromic, repetitive sequences
interspaced by short spacer sequences from viral
origin plasmid, and they specify immunity against
phages or plasmids containing complementary
sequences, which is central to CRISPR defense
(Barrangou et al., 2007; Marraffini and Sontheimer
2008). The anti-viral or anti-plasmid immunity
involved in CRISPR/Cas loci was initially evaluated
in-silico through its first description in 1987 after
sequencing Escherichia coli gene (Ishino et al.,
1987). Distinct arrays of short repeats interspaced
with unique spacer sequences have been
recognized in bacterial and archaeal genome and
these short arrays were anticipated to have an
important function (Mojica et al., 2000).
Independently, Cas proteins adjacent to CRISPR
sequences encoded by putative operons were
studied in detail using comprehensive methods and
found to contain domains that are featured by
several nucleases, a polymerase, helicase and
different RNA binding proteins (Jansen et al., 2002).
These proteins were initially supposed to constitute

3. Evolution of CRISPR/Cas systems - Roots to
Riches
Since the beginning of phage study in laboratory
(d'Herelle et al., 1917; Twort et al., 1915),
researchers have identified and categorized the
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a novel DNA repairing system (Makarova et al.,
2002), but observations established a hypothesis
that CRISPR/Cas system involves the defense
against invading selfish elements (Mojica et al.,
2005) because of the unique CRISPR spacer
sequences which are almost identical to those of
viral or plasmid gene fragments (Bolotin et al., 2005;
Pourcel et al., 2005). Based on these findings and
other computational analyses of Cas proteins (Haft
et al., 2005), an analogy model was proposed
(Makarova et al., 2006) between the CRISPR/Cas
system of bacteria and archaea and the eukaryotic
RNA interference (RNAi) mechanism (Carthew and
Sontheimer 2009). The ancestral CRISPR/Cas may
belong to class I system due to the widespread
existence of this system in bacteria and archaea,
together with antique RRM domain in class I effector
protein proliferation. The class II system variants
have most likely evolved through various
independent substitutions of class I effectors with
nuclease genes that were derived from unique
mobile genetic elements (MGEs). The type V
effector variants (Cpf1) may have evolved from
different TnpB transposase gene families that are
widespread in transposons (Shmakov et al., 2015),
while the type II effector may have evolved from
IscB, which is a two nuclease domain protein
belonging to newly recognized transposons family
(Kapitonov et al., 2016). Both Cas1 and Cas2 genes
of CRISPR/Cas systems are responsible for spacer
procurement, and both of them are fundamentally
uniform. CRISPR/Cas component exhibits an
outlying versatility, due to its involvement in
development of CRISPR RNA (crRNA) as well as
marked recognition and cleavage (Makarova et al.,
2015).

the host in various ways such as the presence of
PAM sequences in foreign targets, which is
obligatory for the efficiency of target recognition,
and the absence of PAM sequence in the host
system prevents self-targeting (Mojica et al., 2009).
In type I and type II systems, in addition to
participation in interference, PAM plays a major part
in spacer selection throughout adaptation phase,
involving the procurement of functional spacers
(Datsenko et al., 2012). The PAM is a short
sequence that cannot prevent the integration of
spacers itself from host DNA due to less information
of the motif. The PAM emerges from an evolutionary
adjustment between competent integration of
spacers from non-self DNA and preclusion of an
autoimmune response (Mohanraju et al., 2016).
Cas1 and Cas2 proteins play a vital role in spacer
procurement in all systems (Yosef et al., 2012).
However, Cas1 and Cas2 genes are absent in
several CRISPR/Cas loci, particularly type III, type
IV and type VI (Makarova et al., 2015). Mutations in
Cas1 active site eliminate spacer incorporation in E.
coli, while the Cas2 nuclease activity is expendable.
In E. coli, a Cas2 dimer and two Cas1 dimers form a
composite, which fuse and processes the PAM
comprising DNA fragments (Nuñez et al., 2014),
followed by incorporation of the newly produced
spacers into CRISPR array by recombination tool
similar to that of retroviral transposases and
integrases (Nuñez et al., 2015).
Adaptation (spacer acquisition) in type I system
continues along two pathways: a naïve procurement
that proceeds during an early infection and a primed
integration, which is complementary to the foreign
DNA and occurs when CRISPR contains previously
integrated spacer (Fineran and Charpentier 2012).
Conferring to the suggested model, naïve spacer
acquisition involves five phases: (i) fragmentation of
intrusive DNA by RecBCD or by restriction
endonucleases (Levy et al., 2015), (ii) selection of
protospacer for PAMs by one of the subunits of Cas1Cas2 complex (Arslan et al., 2014), (iii) evaluation of
selected protospacers using 3-hydroxyl groups by
Cas1 nucleases, (iv) nicking of both leader proximal
strands of CRISPR array at 5′ end by direct
nucleophilic attack, followed by covalent linkage of
each of the newly selected spacer strands to the single
stranded duplication ends, and (v) construction and
ligation of the second strand of repeat flanked by a
non-Cas repair method (Figure 1) (Amitai and Sorek
2016; Silas et al., 2016). Primed acquisition constitutes
a positive feedback mechanism, which facilitates new
spacer acquisition from previously encountered
genetic components (Fineran et al., 2014). Priming

4. CRISPR adaptation as a defense system
The spacers of CRISPR/Cas systems represent a
sequential archive of former intruder encounters.
The detained spacer sequence is incorporated into
the CRISPR locus after interaction to MGEs, and
provide defense against MGEs, particularly viruses
and plasmids, by sequences specifically targeting
invading DNA or RNA (Barrangou et al., 2007; Terns
and Terns 2011). The invader sequence analysis
disclosed a short motif next to the target sequence,
named protospacer adjacent motif (PAM) (Deveau
et al., 2008), and these spacers are the main units
of adaptive immunity, as they can hold memory of
invaders with specific MGEs acquired from previous
infection, which enables the recognition and
counteraction of intruders upon subsequent
infection (Barrangou et al., 2007). These PAM
sequences allow the self or non-self-recognition by
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Figure 1. Mechanism of CRISPR immunity in different types of CRISPR/Cas classifications. In type I classification, the crRNA precursor (pre-crRNA)
inside the cascade complex is handled by cas6 endoribonuclease after spacer acquisition in the presence of Cas1 and Cas2 proteins. Mature crRNA (matcrRNA) is released at the base of stem-loop designed by repeat RNA cleavage. Next, the cascade complex containing the mat-crRNA assembles the cas3
nuclease for cutting the DNA strand complementary to the protospacer, directly downstream of the interaction region through crRNA spacer. This leads to
the collapse of a foreign DNA. In type II classification, after spacer acquisition, tracrRNA is used for the biosynthesis of crRNA. The small crRNA is released by coupling between pre-crRNA and tracrRNA sequences in the development of a double strand substrate, and cleavage by the host-encoded
RNase III in the presence of cas9. After the release of the intermediate crRNA (int-crRNA), there is instant trimming of int-crRNA at 5′ end that produces
mat-crRNA. For target cleavage, tracrRNA, crRNA, and cas9 domains (Ruvc and HNH) are required. The DNA strand is cleaved through the HNH domain
that is complementary to crRNA guide, whereas non-complementary strand is cleaved through Ruvc domain. In type III classification, mat-crRNA is released by the transformation of pre-crRNA to int-crRNA in the presence of cas6, followed by integration of int-crRNAs into Cmr/cas10 or Csm/cas10 complex, where additional maturation events occur by trimming at 3′ end sequences. Genetic evidence showed that DNA was cleaved by sub-type III-A,
whereas subtype III-B was shown to help the cleavage of the RNA molecules according to the biochemical data.
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seems to be the major pathway of type I CRISPR
adaptation and is strongly dependent on spacer
sequences (Li et al., 2014; Xue et al., 2015).

target recognition in type II system (Figure 1)
(Chylinski et al., 2014; Deltcheva et al., 2011). The
phenotype of type V effector and its subtype (Cpf1)
contains only one (RuvC like) domain that is
identified by sequence analysis, but the recent
analysis revealed the second nuclease domain in
the structure of Cpf1 is fused with the target DNA
and crRNA which is distinct from HNH or other
nucleases (Zetsche et al., 2015). Screening of
metagenomes and microbial genomes has identified
three novel CRISPR/Cas variants, including
subtypes V-B and V-C, which resemble Cpf1 in that
their effector proteins contain a single RuvC-like
nuclease domain. Target DNA cleavage by the type
V-B effector, denoted as C2c1, and has been
experimentally validated (Zetsche et al., 2015). Type
VI is distinct from the other types in that its effector
proteins contain two preserved HEPN areas that
own ribonuclease activity. Current comparative
studies of CRISPR/Cas system variants have
discovered a robust integrated evolution with
several arrangements of effector modules, and
adaptation modules as well as a focal influence of
MGEs on origin and divergence of CRISPR/Cas
systems (Shmakov et al., 2015).

5. CRISPR/Cas proteins and their functional
modules
In addition to an instant evolution in Cas genes, the
prominent variability of Cas loci in the genome
architecture poses a major contest for reliable
footnoting of Cas proteins and for CRISPR/Cas
classification (Vestergaard et al., 2014; Wang et al.,
2011). Therefore, a stable classification array is
essential for accurate and durable categorization of
CRISPR/Cas loci in genomes. Because of
complexity in gene composition, all the sorting
principles were squeezed, and phylogenetic
methodology was developed on the basis of
genomic structural analysis. In classification
hierarchy, six types of CRISPR/Cas systems are
rapidly distinguished by virtue of unique proteins
signature, which are further grouped into two
classes. The up-to-date classification for CRISPR/
Cas system takes into account of the stock of the
locus architecture and the sequence similarity
between Cas proteins, including two classes that
are currently subdivided into six types and nineteen
subtypes (Makarova et al., 2015; Shmakov et al.,
2015). The two classes of CRISPR/Cas proteins
vary primarily in the organization of effector
modules. Class I system includes types I, III, and IV
which are present in archaea and bacteria and
comprise effector complexes containing four to
seven Cas protein subunits in an irregular
organization (e. g., complexes of type I system
involved in antiviral defense and Cmr/Csm
complexes of type III system. Subunits Cas5, Cas6
and Cas7 of Class I have RNA mandatory RRM
domains (RNA recognition motifs) (Figure 1)
(Makarova et al., 2011; Makarova et al., 2013).
Despite low resemblance of effector complex
subunits between type I and type III, their identical
architecture demonstrates a common origin
(Rouillon et al., 2013; Spilman et al., 2013).

The Cas proteins are part of the four discrete
functional modules: spacer acquisition (adaptation),
CRISPR RNA processing and target binding
(expression), target cleavage (interference), and
regulatory and other CRISPR associated functions
(ancillary) (Makarova et al., 2015). In modern era,
the central Cas proteins (Cas1-Cas10) have
evidently unique structures and functions, enabling
them to be categorized into various modules
(Makarova et al., 2015). The constant module
spacer acquisition across CRISPR system contain
Cas1 and Cas2 proteins influences the Cas4
endonuclease enzyme (Hooton and Connerton
2015), and Cas9 in type II CRISPR system (Wei et
al., 2015). The integrase Cas1 is able to adopt a
distinct α-helical fold and induce cleavage at
particular sites within the CRISPR system by
insertion of unique spacers (Nuñez et al., 2014;
Nuñez et al., 2015). Cas2, a homolog to mRNA
interferase, forms a composite with Cas1 in type I
systems and is essential for adaptation. The
expression and intrusion modules are characterized
by using multi-subunit crRNA-effector complex
(Mulepati et al., 2014; Taylor et al., 2015), or in type
II system, by a large single protein, Cas9 (Jinek et
al., 2014). In the expression phase, a pre-crRNA is
attached to a multi-subunit crRNA-effector complex,
or to Cas9, and changed into a complete crRNA

Class II CRISPR/Cas system includes types II, V,
and VI, which are effectively restricted to bacteria,
and Cas9, the RNA dependent endonuclease, is the
most efficiently characterized effector. Cas9 consists
of two distinct nuclease domains, RuvC and HNH,
which are responsible for the cleavage of displaced
and targeted strands in the crRNA-target DNA
complex respectively (Jinek et al., 2012). The type II
system also encodes trans-acting crRNA that
evolved from particular CRISPR repeats and it is
necessary for pre-CRISPR RNA processing and
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catalyzed by RNA endonucleases (Wang et al.,
2011; Zhang et al., 2013).

modification of natural configurational threshold, and
provide an opportunity for rational design of hyperaccurate Cas9 variants, which do not compromise
efficiency (Chen et al., 2017).

With reference to interference module of type I and
type II systems, the crRNA effector complex or Cas9
pools nuclease activity with RNA binding domains
through base pair formation with crRNA spacer
region (Makarova et al., 2011). Target cleavage is
catalyzed by Cas3 or its domains (HD family
nucleases) in type I system by joint action of Cas7
and Cas10 proteins in type III system (Osawa et al.,
2015; Taylor et al., 2015). The HD nuclease
domains are either fused to superfamily helicase 2
or are encoded by a single gene, Cas3, in type I
system, where, just like in type III system, HD
nuclease domains are fused to Cas10 and slice
ssDNA during interference phase (Jung et al.,
2015). In type II system, the RuvC-like nuclease
domains and the HNH nuclease domains of Cas9
each slice one of the target DNA strands (Jinek et
al., 2013). Remarkably, a large multi-domain Cas9
protein is prerequisite for all the three (adaptation,
expression and interference) functional modules of
CRISPR-based immunity in type II system
(Makarova et al., 2015).

6. Prospective applications of CRISPR/Cas9 in
genome engineering
i. Cas9 targeting revolution
In the most recent era, the prokaryotic CRISPR/
Cas9 system-based genome editing approach has
transformed genome editing through its unique
efficacy and remarkable simplicity in use (Figure
2A). CRISPR/Cas9 editing has replaced the
application of TALENs and ZFNs in cell types and a
multitude of model organisms (Barrangou et al.,
2007). The Cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM)
technology has proved that Cas9/sgRNA-target
DNA complex provides an efficient molecular
mechanism and the basis for engineering an
upgraded CRISPR/Cas9 (Slaymaker et al., 2016).
Studies have revealed the detailed molecular
interaction between sgRNA and CRISPR/Cas9 as
well as target DNA and CRISPR/Cas9 (Jinek et al.,
2012). A unique Cas9 bilobed architecture consists
of a nuclease domain and a sgRNA binding target
recognition lobe and is supposed to carry the PAM
interaction domain. A grove formed between the two
lobes has sgRNA target DNA heteroduplex. The
configuration of these interactions will facilitate
structure-based rational design of optimal guides by
defining the elements that drive PAM binding fidelity,
mismatch tolerance, and specificity for different
Cas9 protein systems, along with resemblances and
variations among different CRISPR/Cas systems
(Barrangou et al., 2007). Major features underlying
the CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing revolution
include the compactness, simplicity and targeting
flexibility afforded by this system (Sander and Joung
2014). The implications for Cas9 enhanced
targeting specificity and binding capability are
exciting and have laid a basis for further
optimization of the Cas9 system and the
improvement of next-generation CRISPR tools.
Forthcoming work will determine the potential of
different engineered or natural Cas9 proteins,
sgRNAs, and their relevant PAM sequences for
enhanced sequence recognition and target DNA
binding efficacy.

The auxiliary unit is the arrangement of several
proteins including spheres except Cas4, which are
less than the CRISPR/Cas system proteins. The
auxiliary unit not only has an assumed role in
adaptation but is also supposed to promote the
contribution of Cas4 to CRISPR/Cas mediated
encoded cell death (Makarova et al., 2012). Further
important parts in the auxiliary unit are an CRISPRAssociated-Rossmann-Fold (CARF) domain with a
distinct group of proteins (Makarova et al., 2014)
that have been postulated to control CRISPR/Cas
activity, and the deactivated P-loop ATPase-Csn2
that makes a homo-tetrameric loop to accommodate
linear double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) in the central
region (Lee et al., 2012). A novel hyper-accurate
Cas9 variant (HypaCas9) was found, which reveal
high genome wide specificity without on target
activity adjustment in human cells. Sequence
investigation exposed that HypaCas9 displays
enhanced genome wide specificity corresponding
with wild-type SpCas9, and exhibited equal or
improved genome wide specificity comparative to
eSpCas9 and SpCas9-HF1 for all single guide
RNAs (sgRNAs). These characteristics validate the
improved mismatch bias of HypaCas9 and establish
that its specificity enhancements may range beyond
the PAM middle and proximal section of the spacer
sequence. These outcomes defined a universal
approach for refining the Cas9 specificity by

ii. Editing out human diseases
Tyrosinaemia, a human metabolic disease, was first
corrected in mice by use of CRISPR to fix the
disease-initiating mutations in adult animals, which
was an important step towards gene therapy in
humans using CRISPR technology (Yin et al.,
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Figure 2. Applications of CRISPR/Cas9 technology. A. Genome editing: CRISPR/Cas9 is used for making double strand breaks (DSB) at particular
sites. These introduced DSBs are mended by either non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ) or homology-directed repair (HDR) (the cartoon on the left).
Efficient reorganization over a long distance in the genome can be endorsed between the pairs of targeted loci (the cartoon on the right). B. Epigenetic
modulation: DNA methylation and histone modification; dCas9-LSD1 carries histone methylation for gene expression repression precisely and p300dCas9 carries histone acetylation that brings gene expression activation precisely. Epigenetic effectors merged with dCas9 could change epigenetic states
of the target loci, such as DNA methylation or histone modifications. C. Genomic imaging: dCas9 was merged with a fluorescent protein to envisage
specific genome loci in live cells. DSB stands for DNA double-strand breaks, NHEJ stands for non-homologous end joining, HR stands for homologous
recombination, dCas9 stands for catalytically inactive CRISPR-associated nuclease 9, GFP stands for green fluorescent protein, sgRNA stands for single
guide RNA.

2014). Hereditary tyrosinemia type I disorder is
caused by lack of fumarylacetoacetate hydrolase,
leading to cell death of hepatocytes due to
accumulation of cytotoxic metabolite. The specific
sgRNA and the vectors encoding Cas9 together with
a DNA oligo for HDR were delivered directly into the
mouse liver through hydrodynamic tail vein injection,
which corrected the fumarylacetoacetate hydrolase
allele mutations and rescued the weight loss of mice
by reducing hepatocellular toxicity (Yin et al., 2014).

targets the sequence directed to cleavage of HBV
expression vector, resulting in the reduction of
serum HBV surface antigen levels. In experiments
similar to those of a human cell line, scientists
eradicated covalently closed circular DNA (cccDNA)
of duck HBV, achieving a complete elimination of
HBV by genome excision (Lin et al., 2014). The
genetic blood disorder beta thalassemia was cured
by using CRISPR/Cas9-based gene therapy in
induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs). The iPSCs
were established from fibroblasts of a beta
thalassemia patient and were transfected through
CRISPR/Cas9-based vectors to target the diseasecausing allele (Xie et al., 2014).

Despite the development in antiviral remedies for
treating patients with Chromic HBV, the progress of
HBV infection into chronic hepatitis resulted in
hepatocellular carcinoma or liver cirrhosis in many
patients. Notably, CRISPR/Cas9 system co-injection
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Furthermore, the potential applications of CRISPR/
Cas9 are not only restricted to therapeutic
manipulations of the cancer genome. About 16.1%
of cancer occurrence was estimated to be caused
by infection of pathogens. Approximately 95% of
these infections are associated with cancer cases,
and recognized as infections of hepatitis B virus,
hepatitis C virus, helicobacter pylori and human
papilloma viruses. Consequently, deactivation of
these pathogens signifies a promising therapy for
this proportion of cancerous patients, suggesting
that an important area in the future will be
transcriptome and epigenome during tumourigenesis as well as manipulation of cancer genome
for cancer modeling and therapy (Wen et al., 2016).
CRISPR/Cas9-based genome modification is being
explored in harnessing human immunodeficiency
virus (HIV) infection by incorporating HIV into the
host immune cells during its life cycle, where it
works as a model for the expression of virus. Using
genome manipulation technologies, investigators
are currently testing 2 approaches to harness HIV
infection. For the first technique, CRISPR/Cas9
nucleases target the viral genome sequence to
eradicate the incorporated HIV genomic material
from the genome of infected T cells (Liao et al.,
2015). For the second technique, genome excision
is used to enable HIV resistance by modifying
chemokine receptor 5 (CCR5), a co-receptor
required for HIV T cell infection. A scientist
interrupted CCR5 in CD34+ hematopoietic stem and
progenitor cells (HSPCs) by using the CRISPR/
Cas9 genome editing technology and revealed 30%
efficiency for the ablation of CCR5 in HSPCs
CRISPR/Cas9 vectors (Mandal et al., 2014).

Scientists have created polled animals that are
being raised to spread genome through population.
Cluster of Differentiation 163 (CD163) knockout pigs
were generated by depleting CD163 complete
protein or deletion of the region of CD163 gene,
encoding SRCR5 through using CRISPR/Cas9
gene target and somatic cell nuclear transfer
(SCNT) approaches, which confers the resistance to
infection of numerous porcine reproductive and
respiratory syndrome (PRRSV) isolates in cultured
cells or pigs. It was confirmed by correct folding and
expression of SRCR5 removal CD163 on
macrophages surface and biological activity of
hemoglobin hapto-globin scavenger (Yang et al.,
2018; Burkard et al., 2017).
iv. Epigenetic modulation
CRISPR/Cas9 system has potential to remodel the
epigenome at a specified locus by recruiting
epigenetic modifiers through the sequence-specific
DNA-binding proteins. It has been reported that the
application of catalytically inactive CRISPRassociated 9 nuclease (dCas9) systems for sitespecific epigenome editing with epigenetic modifiers
induces alternation of epigenetic marks at their
target DNA sites, resulting in relevant gene
expression variation (Keung et al., 2014). A scientist
(Kearns et al., 2015) targeted gene enhancers to
retain the pluripotency in the embryonic stem cells
of mouse by combining NmdCas9 with the histone
demethylase LSD1, and found that NmdCas9-LSD1
could inhibit the expression of genes through
targeted enhancers. The dCas9-LSD1 brings forth
histone methylation for precision of gene expression
repression (Kearns et al., 2015). Other researchers
(Hilton et al., 2015) used a slightly different
approach to fuse SpdCas9 and NmdCas9 to the
histone acetyltransferase p300 catalytic core
domain (SpdCas9-p300 core and Nm dCas9-p300
core, respectively). Such research is concentrated
on targeting the enhancer or promoter regions to
activate the expressions of endogenous genes.
Given the wide range of functional epigenetic
modulations from DNA methylation to histone
modification, prospective studies are required to
focus on the development of a complete toolkit of
dCas9-based epigenetic modifiers (Figure 2B).

iii. CRISPR on the farm
With the extensive use of CRISPR, genome
modification has become a cheap, fast and worthy
tool in agriculture and livestock research and
development (Ledford et al., 2015; Barrangou and
Doudna, 2016). In the last decade, scientists have
tried to create animals and plants with desired traits,
suggesting an urgent need to design experiments or
engineered pathways in plants to ensure the food
security (Ledford et al., 2015). CRISPR could
increase the profitability for farmers by reducing the
need to cull animals. Biotechnologists are using the
techniques to get desired gender from elite dairy
and beef breeds to meet the need of milk and meat
production and ensure food security (Reardon et al.,
2016; Ahmad et al., 2017). The technique will
facilitate the determination of the embryo sex at an
early stage to cull the male embryos from layer
hatch (Reardon et al., 2016; Tan et al., 2013).

v. Live cell genomic imaging
In the post-genomic period, a contest for
researchers is to recognize the relationship between
the DNA genetic material and its structural
arrangement in cell nucleus. Several studies have
recognized that the structural arrangement of a
genetic material may play a central role in the
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regulatory gene expression and cell differentiation
(Wang et al., 2016). The dCas9 fused to the
fluorescent protein has been useful to picture
particular genome loci in living cells. The event of
telomeres tagged by dCas9-GFP or TRF1, a main
telomere fusion protein, has been defined. This
labeling approach provides a valuable tool for
research of the dynamics of chromosome and
structure and further extension of dCas9-based
applications (Figure 2C) (Chen et al., 2013).

dCas9 and ddCpf1 is that ddCpf1 could be used for
gene repression in E. coli, and the repression was
more active with crRNAs particularly directing the
template filament of its target genes. When pointing
the promoter area, both strands displayed active
repression by the ddCpf1/crRNA complex. The high
specificity of ddCpf1 enabled repression was further
validated by the use of whole transcriptome RNAseq techniques (Zhang et al., 2017).
vii. Base editing
Recent genome editing tools introduce DSB at a
target locus as the first phase of gene manipulation
(Cox et al., 2015). Although most of the genetic
syndromes arise from point mutations, modern
techniques for correcting point mutation are not
efficient and normally induce random insertions and
deletions at a target locus subsequent to cellular
response to dsDNA breaks (Hilton and Gersbach
2015). However, the development of "base-editing"
technique allows the direct, stable transformation of
target DNA base into an alternative in a
programmable way, without DNA double strand
cleavage or a donor template (Komor et al., 2016).
The fusion of CRISPR/Cas9 and cytidine
deaminase enzyme was modified to facilitate the
direct exchange of cytidine to uridine, thus
producing a C→T (or G→A) substitution without
induction of dsDNA breaks. The resultant "baseeditors" transform cytidine to uridine within a frame
of five nucleotides, and can proficiently correct a
range of point mutations related to human syndrome
(Kim et al., 2017). The DNA-base-editing in four
human and murine cell lines used a Cas9 nickase
targeting to fuse uracil glycosylase inhibitor in the
second and third generation and manipulate the
cellular DNA repair, resulting in a stable rectification
of ~15-75% of total cellular DNA with least indel
formation (Figure 4). Base editing has widened the
scope and competency of genome editing of point
mutations (Komor et al., 2016). APOBEC3B proteins
were newly recognized as the mutational source in
breast cancer cells that play roles in promoting
survival of cells in vivo, by increasing DSB repair
resulting genotoxic cures or spontaneous
disruptions, therefore inhibiting cell death, and
promoting a mutator phenotype, which regulates
tumor progression. Hindering APOBEC3 catalytic
activity and expression can increase sensitivity to
genotoxic mediators and confines the development
of mutations, which describes the cancer
phenotype. These achievements can provide us
with advanced model for cancer cell survival and
tumor promotion and a mechanistic connection
between ssDNA, DSBs, and grouped mutations.

vi. Genome repression and activation
CRISPR/Cas9 was used as a powerful tool in both
the gene therapy and biological research due to its
efficiency of precise targeted genomic sequence
within living cells and organisms (Ju et al., 2018).
CRISPR/Cas9 has been preferred for a variety of
novel functions, including expression of gene
activation or repression (La Russa and Qi, 2015).
For example, CRISPR/Cas9 Synergistic Activation
Mediator (SAM) is a modified protein compound for
the transcriptional stimulation of endogenous genes,
which is based on the integration of MS2 RNA
aptamers into loop two of the sgRNA and the stemloop, which are exposed in the ternary Cas9
compound (Konermann et al., 2015). Fusion of
Cas9 with both light inducible and chemical systems
resulted in an accurate spatiotemporal regulation of
expression and activity at the transcriptional and
post-translational levels. Doxycycline-inducible
promoters accomplished inducible genome
modifications in cells and mice by controlling the
transcription of Cas9 and nCas9 (Dow et al., 2015).
The post-translational control was investigated by
insertion of intein-Cas9 combined proteins that
renders Cas9 inactive. The intein sustain
conformational modifications that activate protein
splicing and reestablish Cas9 activity (Davis et al.,
2015). In this system, an inducible genome
modification at the post-translational level was
achieved by introducing intein into Cas9 to restrict
the nuclease activity (Figure 3). The dCas9 and
effector components of CRISPRi/a gene regulating
systems can also be combined with light inducible
and chemical systems for spatiotemporal regulation.
For instance, scientists (Polstein and Gersbach
2015) established the light inducible CRISPR
activation systems to trigger gene expression
endogenously. The improvement of split-Cas9
systems offers novel approaches for maintaining
Cas9 activity, and it can expedite the delivery of
Cas9 by circumventing the size restrictions of some
transport systems (Figure 3). Besides Cas9, a
DNase-dead Cpf1 mutant (ddCpf1) was generated
for multiplex gene regulation. The difference of
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Figure 3. CRISPR interference and CRISPR activation. CRISPR interference system has been developed by modifying the type-II CRISPR/Cas system
of Streptococcus pyogenes with a nuclease-dead Cas9 (dCas9) protein. Cas9 targeting uses a modified single guide RNA (sgRNA) that targets the dCas9
protein to particular DNA sequences that duplicate the CRISPR-RNA (crRNA) structure of the trans-acting CRISPR-RNA (tracrRNA) compound. This
structure can be used for expression of a specific gene in two ways: binding dCas9-sgRNA composite to target DNA by preventing the transcription elongation, or binding the complex to the target DNA by stopping transcription initiation through hindering the RNA-polymerase (RNAP) binding or transcription
factors. In both circumstances, transcription is suppressed. The similar structure can be used to trigger transcription by combining the RNAP-ω-subunit
with dCas9. The ω-subunit is transported to the promoter by directing the dCas9-crRNA-tracrRNA complex to an upstream section of the gene, which
enables transcription initiation by assembly of RNAP holoenzyme.

Therefore, anti-APOBEC3 agents could be
favorable targets for cancers treatment in future (Lei
et al., 2018).

2015). It takes time to spread genetic alteration from
one organism to an entire population, because only
half offspring can inherit a mutation on one pair of
chromosomes (Barrangou and Doudna, 2016).
However, the gene-drive technique along with
CRISPR enables the chromosome to carry a mutation
and copy itself for its partner in each generation, so
that all the progenies will inherit the change (Gantz
and Bier 2015; Ledford et al., 2015). It is generally
believed that modifying or eradicating a whole
population may have undesirable and unexpected
effects on ecosystems and disturb the food chain.

viii. Engineered ecosystem
In addition, the use of CRISPR on organisms in the
wild is also under consideration. The gene-drive
technique could be used for rapid elimination of a
modified gene from a population/rapid extension.
The techniques can be used to eradicate different
vectors with pathogens/diseases or plants prone to
diseases and herbicide resistance (Ledford et al.,
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Figure 4. DNA-Base and RNA-Base editing.
DNA single base editing is interceded by generation of catalytically modified Cas9, deoxyadenosine deaminase enzymes and TadA fusion proteins
complex. Resulting DNA recognition through single base editing-gRNA-target-DNA complex, a single stranded DNA is uncovered that comprises a
targeted adenosine. Through deoxyadenosine-deaminase action, adenosine is transformed into inosine. Following DNA replication, or repair the primary
targeted A-T base pair is replaced by G-C base pair.
RNA base editing is interceded by generation of catalytically modified dCas13b and ADAR complex, which naturally deaminates adenosine to inosine in
RNA stand. The crRNA identifies the target site by hybridizing to the bases adjacent to the target adenosine, creating a RNA structure for editing, and
recruiting the dCas13-ADAR fusion. A particular cytidine in the gRNA identifies a mismatched A for deamination to inosine, which functionally mimics
guanosine in splicing and translation. VAL stands for valine, GLU stands for glutamate.
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preference is the use of purified Cas9-sgRNA
ribonucleoproteins (RNPs) that permits the fast
achievement of RNP composite in nucleus during its
short stay inside the cells. RNP transport of Cas9
and sgRNA can be attained using various methods,
including microinjection, electroporation, nucleotide
transfection components, lipid mediated
transfection, and cationic lipid mediated transfection
reagents delivery systems (Ahmad and Amiji, 2018;
Zuris et al., 2015). RNP delivery approaches are
more specific and less damaging to cells as
compared to other non-viral methods (Zuris et al.,
2015). Several nano-particles, such as liposomes,
lipids, inorganic nano-particles and nano-emulsions
have revealed excellent outcomes as delivery
carriers for transporting both drug proteins, and
genes particularly in tumors because of their
improved penetrability and holding effect (Schwank
et al., 2013). Nano-particles are beneficial
compared with other transport techniques because
these improve the cellular uptake of nucleic acids,
which are otherwise incapable to get inside the cell
(Glass et al., 2018). Cationic lipid nano-particles
have also recognized useful for gene and protein
delivery. Intra-tumoral injection of Cas9 or sgRNA
enclosed DNA nano-clew also revealed encouraging
results in the cells, signifying the enhanced efficacy
and accuracy of this method for genome edited
protein delivery (Sun et al., 2015).

ix. Strategies of the delivery of the CRISPR/Cas
components
To get the maximum precision and efficiency and
output of CRISPR/Cas9 technologies, along with
refining, the delivery systems used must be
upgraded. The delivery approaches vary depending
on application method and the cell type (Ahmad and
Amiji, 2018). For instance, plasmids carrying Cas9
and sgRNA are conveyed through transitory
transfection methods for small scale systematic
application in cells, such as nucleofection,
lipofectamine, and electroporation (Park et al., 2015;
Lagutina et al., 2015), because incessant
expression is not required once the preferred
genome manipulation is achieved. However,
transitory transfection might not be appropriate for
repression analyses because CRISPRi only affects
transcriptional efficiency relative to both protein and
mRNA constancy (Carrol et al., 2016; Yang et al.,
2016). Therefore, both non-viral and viral delivery
methods with historic preferences in gene therapy
are now being assessed for CRISPR/Cas9 delivery.
Viral carriers that are possible delivery medium for
CRISPR/Cas9 components contain self-deactivating
lentivirus, and adenovirus. Vehicles for non-viral
transport systems comprise plasmid DNA, Cas9
mRNA, in-vitro transcribed or produced sgRNA,
Cas9/sgRNA ribonucleoprotein compounds (Patel et
al., 2017), and donor nucleic acid prototypes.
Researchers have several choices for delivering
Cas9 and sgRNA into living cells. For example, cell
lines can be transfected with lentivirus bearing
encoded Cas9 and sgRNA, or these constituents
can be delivered through electroporation (Yang et
al., 2013). Though some syndromes can be treated
through ex-vivo excision remedies, such as
leukemia can be treated by transplanting edited
bone marrow to the patient, most diseases will
involve in-vivo transport of Cas9 and sgRNA (Glass
et al., 2018).

7. Potential challenges and recent advances in
CRISPR/Cas systems
Despite being effectively useful in genome
modification and functional regulation in biological
systems, the CRISPR/Cas systems have also
encountered various inherent potential challenges.
The off-target effect is the foremost challenge. For
instance, the off-target DSBs repair could result in
insertions and deletions, leading to the occurrence
of translocations and the activation of undesired
consequences with other unknown off-target
mutations. Off-target effects vary among different
target DNA sequences due to variations in their
genomic context. Different sgRNAs structure can
affect the cleavage of on target and off targets sites.
Potential off-target cleavage activity could occur on
DNA sequence with even three to five base pair
mismatches in the PAM-distal part of the sgRNAguiding sequence. These mismatches of the one to
five base pairs at the 5′ end of sgRNAs are better
tolerated than those at the 3′ end (Zhang et al.,
2015). Target recognition in vitro and in bacterial
cells requires the "seed" sequence at the 3′ end of
1-7 bp adjacent to PAM (Jiang et al., 2013; Jinek et
al., 2012).

Among viral transports, adeno virus based vectors
are ideal because of their non-pathogenic features,
minor immune reaction, which depends on the
recognition of un-methylated CpG dinucleotides in
the microbial DNA, and their aptitude to target nondividing cells (Swiech et al., 2015). However, the
bulky size of normal Cas9 confines the use of adeno
virus based delivery methods, for which smaller 1kb coding dCas9 was newly developed (Ran et al.,
2015). For gene therapy, non-viral delivery
techniques, such as hydrodynamic injections, have
revealed encouraging results (Weber et al., 2015).
Up until now, the suggested cellular delivery
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eSpCas9 in genome editing which requires high
specificity (Li et al., 2014).

In addition, within the targeting region of sgRNA, the
effects of location-based mismatches on CRISPR/
Cas9 activity are not predictable, probably striking
for mismatches at 5′ end and negligible for those at
3′ end. Presumptive solutions to this problem
include the use of bioinformatics tool for selection of
sgRNAs (www.biootools.com), such as CRISPRoffinder (Zhao et al., 2017) and direct use of
inducible and non-inducible CRISPR/Cas9 proteins
(Müller et al., 2016; Slaymaker et al., 2016). These
applications have had partial achievement due to
the different sequences and genetic framework of
each target DNA. Illustration of the interaction
mechanisms of sgRNA-target DNA unlocks the
gateway for the rational scheme of CRISPR/Cas9
along with enhanced specificities as validated by
both SpCas9-HF1 (Cas9 from Streptococcus
pyogenes) and SpCas9 with dissimilar
arrangements of amino acid alterations (Slaymaker
et al., 2016). Therefore, the position of the
protospacer sequence in each base pair is central to
the identified amino acids for targeted engineering
of the CRISPR/Cas9 tailored to all the target DNA
sites.

i. RNA editing
Genome editing techniques hold promises for the
treatment of genetic diseases at the RNA level by
blocking the disease-associated sequences from
producing disease-causing proteins (Hannon and
Rossi, 2004). Type VI CRISPR/Cas systems
possess Cas13 containing single effector RNA
guided RNases. The Cas13 ortholog from Type VI
system was engineered to establish RNA editing
and knockdown by using catalytically inactive Cas13
(dCas13) to switch on the adenosine-to-inosine
deaminase activity in mammalian cells. This system
has been declared as RNA Editing for
Programmable A to I Replacement (REPAIR) with
the advantages of no sequence restrictions and the
ability to correct full-length transcripts containing
pathogenic mutations (Figure 4). Furthermore, this
system can also be used to produce a high
specificity variant and reduce the system for viral
delivery. REPAIR offers a favorable RNA editing
platform with broad applicability for research,
therapeutics, and biotechnology (Kim et al., 2018;
Cox et al., 2017).

Reported strategies for increased Cas9 specificity
include reduction of dynamic Cas9 within the cell by
using Cas9 nickase mutants to generate a pair of
juxtaposed single-stranded DNA nicks, and
truncation of the guide sequence at the 5′ end by
fusing a pair of catalytically inactive Cas9 nucleases
to a FokI nuclease domain. Although they decrease
off-target mutagenesis, the two strategies have a
number of restrictions: On-target cleavage efficiency
can reduce with the decrease of the amount of Cas9
nucleases; double nicking requires the simultaneous
transport of two sgRNAs; and truncated guides can
induce indel formation at some off-target loci and
lessen the number of target sites in the genome
(Slaymaker et al., 2016). The SpCas9 crystal
structure in composite with sgRNA and target DNA
offers a basis to develop specificity by rational
engineering. The structure discloses a positively
charged groove, located among the interacting
domains of the RuvC, HNH, and PAM in SpCas9,
which is involved in stabilizing the non-target strand
of target DNA (Jinek et al., 2012). Unbiased wholegenome off-target analysis and targeted deep
sequencing were used to assess Cas9-mediated
DNA cleavage in human cells (Kuscu et al., 2014). It
can be concluded that enhanced specificity in
SpCas9 (eSpCas9) variants has diminished the offtarget effects as well as increased durable on-target
cleavage efficiency, enabling the applications of

ii. Anti-CRISPR/Cas system
Active inhibitors of CRISPR/Cas systems were
unveiled in phages of the closely-linked group of
Pseudomonas spp. Phages with the active type I-F
CRISPR/Cas system were capable to infect and
proliferate in a Pseudomonas aeruginosa strain
even with the proto-spacer system that should have
been directed by this system (Bondy-Denomy et al.,
2013). Anti-CRISPR genomic regions were
identified by analysis of sequences that are
responsible for this phenotype. A total of five
distinctive proteins (AcrF1-AcrF5) were exposed to
deactivate the type I-F CRISPR/Cas system. Up till
now, there have been twenty one typical groups of
anti-CRISPR proteins defined against type I and
type II systems. Moreover, for the proteins with a
size ranging 50-150 amino acids, there are no
shared structures that are conserved between their
sequences. None of groups has sequence
resemblance to any protein of predicted functions.
Over the past few years, action mechanisms have
been revealed for 6 anti-CRISPR proteins by using
a combination of biochemical, structural genetic,
and studies (Pawluk et al., 2017).
8. Conclusions and future perspectives
CRISPR/Cas technology would not only have
potential therapeutic applications, but also it is one
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of an invaluable molecular tool in research.
CRISPR's talent to accurately modify DNA
sequences makes for further specific amendments,
but it makes it more challenging for researchers to
recognize a genetically modified organism once it
has been engineered. With genome editing, there is
no longer talent to truly track the engineered
products, and it may be difficult to distinguish
whether something has been changed genetically or
engineered conventionally. However, the main
interest in CRISPR/Cas9 advancement has been
mainly to merge all the strategies into one and
manufacture "super" version of CRISPR/Cas9, apt
for the entire target DNA, the desired aim that may
not be persuasively achievable. Future goals are
aimed to evaluate the effect of anti-CRISPR genes
in horizontal gene transfer, their influence on
virulence genes and antibiotic resistance spread is
one of the major goals.
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